
The Road to EsmeraldaThe Road to Esmeralda

by Joy Nicholson

Seeking an escape from their lives in Los Angeles, lovers

Nick and Sarah embark on what they hope will be a

romantic adventure in the Mexican jungle but instead

encounter a dangerous world of drugs, violence, and

secret agendas.

VViciousicious

by Kevin O'Brien

Arriving at a remote lake house with her fiance, Allen,

and young son, Matthew, Susan Blanchette feels like

someone is watching her and when Allen disappears, she

becomes the pawn in a twisted killer's deadly game.

Original.

BlackoutBlackout

by Guy N. Smith

The Lund family's vacation staying at a rustic cabin in

Yellowstone National Park turns into a terrifying

experience after they are stranded there after a severe

storm

The RuinsThe Ruins

by Scott Smith

In Cancun, Mexico, for a peaceful vacation, a group of

tourists sets off in search of one of their group who

disappeared during an excursion to some nearby Mayan

ruins, only to come face to face with an insidious evil

that threatens their very lives.

Terrifying Travel
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VVacationacation

by Matthew J. Costello

When populations throughout the world turn predatory,

NYPD cop Jack Murphy moves his family to a peaceful

mountain compound before discovering a sinister truth

that threatens everyone's survival

Evil WhispersEvil Whispers

by Owl Goingback

When Robert and Janet Patterson and their young daughter,

Krissy, head for a remote, backwoods Florida town for the

perfect getaway vacation, they encounter more than they

ever expected when Krissy mysteriously vanishes and the

locals ascribe her disappearance to a legendary evil

creature that lives in the nearby woods.

The apartment : a novelThe apartment : a novel

by S. L. Grey

After fleeing South Africa, a young couple move into an

apartment in Paris, but the strange sounds and mysterious

occupants of the building lead them to question their

sanity and their marriage

The Twilight PariahThe Twilight Pariah

by Jeffrey Ford

All Maggie, Russell, and Henry wanted out of their last

college vacation was to get drunk and play archaeologist in

an old house in the woods outside of town. When they

excavate the mansion's outhouse they find way more than

they bargained for: a sealed bottle filled with a red liquid,

along with the bizarre skeleton of a horned child.

Off SeasonOff Season

by Jack Ketchum

Five friends from New York City escape to the quiet Maine

beach town of Dead River for some rest and relaxation, only

to be terrorized by a cannibalistic family with an

unquenchable hunger for human flesh.

DesperationDesperation

by Stephen King

Several cross-country travelers--including a writer, a

family on vacation, and a professor and his wife--end up

in the little mining town of Desperation, where a crazy

policeman and evil forces compel them to fight for their

lives.

ShatteredShattered

by Dean R. Koontz

Description:Description:Driving from Philadelphia to San Francisco,

to join his fiancee, Courtney, Alex is followed by someone

who also wants to see Courtney, who knows Alex's exact

route, and who wants Alex dead.

The ResortThe Resort

by Bentley Little

While staying at the exclusive Reata spa in the Arizona

desert, the Thurman family soon discovers that this

seemingly tranquil paradise is riddled with evil when a

dark force begins preying on the guests.

After the StormAfter the Storm

by Jane Lythell

Rob and Anna have just met Owen and Kim. Now they've boarded

their boat to travel to a Caribbean island. It should be

paradise. But ten days is a long time to spend with strangers

-- especially when one of them carries a destructive secret.

Twisted RiTwisted Riverver

by Siobhan MacDonald

Two families, one in Ireland and one in Manhattan, agree to

swap houses for much-needed vacations, and to work on

their troubled marriages, but a murdered woman discovered

in the driveway of the house in Limerick causes shocking

secrets to be revealed.
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